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Week 3 Only!
Apache Lightning
2 Laser Detector –
Yellow

Y
FEBRUAR

Apache Storm Laserometer
Receiver – Yellow
` Features a digital readout of

` The Lightning™ 2 has an

easy-to-read dual LCD and
LED displays
` Comes equipped with a
snap-in rod clamp allowing
for fast switching from
rod-mounted to hand-held
applications
` Tough IP67 waterproof
housing protects the unit
from dust, moisture, and
accidental drops
` Loud 100 db speaker can be
heard on noisy job sites
` With two on-grade
sensitivities (fine and
medium), the Lightning 2
lets you get to grade faster
on a wide variety of job sites
` Weighs (with batteries) 0.65 lb (0.29 kg)
` Weighs (without batteries and rod clamp)
1.00 lb (0.45 kg)
` Highly accurate distance measurement

ATI993600-09
Retail $314.15

elevation which provides a
numeric display of ± 2 inches
(± 5 cm)
` Accurate measurements can
be made without moving the
rod clamp, saving time and
increasing productivity
` Waterproofed to IP67
standards
` The protective over-molding
allows it to withstand a drop
of 10 feet (3 meters) onto
concrete
` The patented universal
reversible clamp fits square
and oval rods
` 5 inch (12.7 cm) reception
height, allows quick
acquisition of the laser beam
` A patented anti-strobe sensor prevents construction
lights from giving faulty signals
` The high visible LEDs on the front show red for high
and low and green for on-grade
` Fiberglass rod sold separately
` Weighs (with batteries) 0.85 lb (0.38 kg)
` Weighs (without batteries and rod clamp)
1.20 lb (0.54 kg)
` Highly accurate distance measurement

ATI994000-09
Retail $391.40

Your Price $163.36

Your Price $203.53

Hurry!
Contact your account manager today!
530-225-8155
Promo Code:
Minimum purchase 3 mix and match

ORDERING

NARM021521

*Offers apply only to products listed/shown in the February, 2021, Week 3 Special.
No other discounts apply to this offer. Offer available only on the day listed at top of flyer.
Photos shown may differ from actual products.

United States: (530) 225-8155 | order@surveying.com

